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Experimental measurements of the conditions required for the development of detonation in a 7 mm
tube following ignition by a low energy spark are reported. There are then compared to previous exper-
imental propagation limit criterion using theoretical predictions of detonation cell sizes based on a
one-dimensional detonation length scale computed using a detailed chemical kinetic scheme. Technical
difficulties precluded direct cell size measurements. Ethylene–oxygen and hydrogen–methane–oxygen
mixtures were investigated as well as methane-ammonia-oxygen, at initial pressures and temperatures
etonation limits
uel–oxygen
levated temperature and pressure

in the ranges 1–7 bar and 293–540 K, respectively. The likelihood of detonation in ethylene-air mixtures
in 150 mm and 50 mm pipes at ambient initial conditions is also discussed in relation to published cell
width data.The results indicate that whilst detonation cell width predictions do not provide a quantitative
measure of the conditions for which detonation may develop in a pipe of given diameter, for prescribed
initial conditions, predicted detonation cell size data does provide useful qualitative guidance as to pos-
sible hazardous compositions, particularly if preliminary experimental safety testing is thought to be
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necessary.

. Introduction

Detonation is perhaps the most enigmatic of all combustion phe-
omena, the result of an intricate coupling between gas-dynamics
nd high temperature exothermic reaction. Propagating detona-
ions exhibit complex three-dimensional structure yet macroscopic
etonation properties such as peak pressure and velocity can still
e predicted from simple one-dimensional theory. Unfortunately,
espite this ability to compute these macroscopic properties accu-
ately, the reality is that our ability to predict whether a detonation
ill develop under given initial conditions is far more limited. This

nability is of both fundamental and practical concern. The fun-
amental problems of interest are the coupled time dependent
hemical and gasdynamic processes that govern the microscopic
haracteristics of combustion. The practical interests arise when
ttempting to assess safe operating conditions for chemical pro-
esses.
One important practical concern in chemical plants is whether
etonation in a mixture can be sustained in a pipe of given diameter.
f equal concern is whether a detonation will actually be established

ollowing ignition by a low energy source. An approach adopted by

∗ Tel.: +44 845 327 3784.
E-mail address: geraint@ddtexperts.com.
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© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

revious researchers was to correlate a natural characteristic length
cale of detonation at the limit of propagation with the pipe diame-
er. This analysis was developed for studies with fuel-air mixtures at
mbient initial temperature and pressure using an energetic source,
ither an established detonation or a strong shock wave.

In the present paper observations are presented of flame accel-
ration and possible transition to detonation in various fuel–oxygen
ixtures at ambient and elevated temperatures and pressures.
nlike previous studies of propagation limits a much lower ignition
nergy source was used, a 0.6J electric spark. Cell sizes estimated
rom theoretical predictions of auto-ignition delay times were used
o investigate further the validity of an a priori approach for predict-
ng detonation establishment limits. The cell size predictions were
alidated wherever possible against existing cell size data. Direct
easurements of cell sizes at the present elevated temperatures

nd pressures were not possible because of the technical difficulties
ssociated with such measurements.

. Detonation structure and propagation limits
Although thermodynamic calculations are known to provide
ery accurate predictions of the properties of a detonation wave
pressure, velocity, etc.) such calculations cannot predict whether a
iven detonation will or indeed can propagate under certain phys-
cal conditions. One reason for this is that a detonation wave is

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:geraint@ddtexperts.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2008.07.105
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ot truly one-dimensional but has a complex three-dimensional
hock structure. It is only if this structure can be generated and
aintained that steady self-sustaining detonation can evolve.
Classical Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) theory provides an accu-

ate means of predicting detonation wave properties using the
ne-dimensional conservation equations of mass, energy and
omentum together with an appropriate chemical energy release

erm. CJ theory assumes infinitely fast reaction. Finite rate chem-
stry was allowed for later in the theory developed by Zeldovitch,
on Neuman and Doring, the ZND model. The ZND model allows
hermal auto-ignition reactions to be initiated in the high pres-
ure and temperature von Neumann region behind the lead shock.
xothermic reaction thus begins after a finite delay. The lead shock
oves at the detonation velocity and the conditions that arise in the

J theory are now developed at the end of the exothermic reaction
one, and not at a single discontinuity at the leading wavefront.

In the ZND model, shown schematically in Fig. 1, the lead shock
propagates at the CJ detonation velocity Dcj and the pressure and

emperature in the gas flow immediately behind this shock lead
o auto-ignition of the gas, after an appropriate ignition delay �i.
xothermic reaction starts at R. In a laboratory frame of reference
he velocity Uvn, temperature Tvn and pressure Pvn of the post shock
as can be computed using the velocity Dcj in standard shock rela-
ions. In a reference frame at rest with respect to the detonation
ront, knowledge of the shocked velocity gas in the von Neumann
pike, Vvn, allows the induction zone length Li to be calculated if �i
s known, as Li = Vvn�i.
In practice an examination of a detonation front reveals large
eviations from this one-dimensional image. These are also pre-
icted when linearised stability theory is applied to ZND waves.
his form of analysis was pioneered by Erpenbeck [1] and led to

ig. 1. Schematic illustrating (a) evolution of pressure and temperature in the ZND
odel of detonation and (b) induction zone length Li and gas velocities in (i) labo-

atory and (ii) detonation frame of reference. S—lead shock; R—start of exothermic
eaction.
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he conclusion that in practice most ZND wave profiles are uni-
ersally unstable to certain transverse wavelengths. More recently
tudies such as those described by Stewart [2,3] have been devel-
ped and refined and allow cellular structure to emerge directly
rom the solutions. These instabilities are most striking when seen
n smoked foil records, where patterns on a pre-treated surface
re left by the intersecting transverse shocks. The characteristic
atterns formed by these interactions are generally diamond in
hape and are termed ‘cells’. They are a universal feature of self-
ustaining gaseous detonation. The characteristic dimensions of the
ell structure are dependant on the chemical system and ‘cell’ width
nd length are a function of initial chemical composition, dilution,
nitial pressure and temperature. It is easy to surmise therefore
hat variations in the detonability of different mixtures in different
eometries might be intimately linked to the initial chemical and
hysical properties of the mixture. It is this aspect that is explored

n the present paper. For more detailed descriptions of detonation
heory and structure see Nettleton [4], Strehlow [5] and Edwards
t al. [6].

. Previous studies of detonation limits

The most comprehensive series of studies of detonation prop-
gation limits are those by Dupré et al. In a series of studies, they
onitored the propagation of established detonations in fuel-air
ixtures through a series of pipes of decreasing diameter until the

etonation was observed to fail. In this way, critical pipe diameters
ould be determined [7,8]. These data, obtained as a function of
uel type and equivalence ratio, were then compared to measured
etonation cell sizes. Dupré et al. [7] concluded that detonations
ould not propagate if the detonation cell width, �, of a mixture was
reater than �D, where D is the pipe diameter. This was greater than
he � = 1.7 D condition identified previously by Moen et al. [9]. Later
tudies by Dupré et al. [8] revised the estimate of the critical condi-
ion for propagation to �D < � < 2�D, although they recognised � = D
s realistic limit criterion because of uncertainties in detonation cell
tructure near the limit.

Most previous studies of the onset of detonation in fuel–oxygen
ixtures on the other hand have been concerned with the transi-

ion to detonation distance, the distance from the point at which
ombustion is first initiated to the point at which detonation starts.
comprehensive set of measurements was reported by Bollinger

nd co-workers. Bollinger et al. [10,11,12] investigated transition
istances in fuel–oxygen mixtures in tubes of internal diameter
5 mm and 50 mm at temperatures of 40 ◦C with some as high as
00 ◦C. The internal surfaces were honed to a mirror finish. The
maller diameter tube was 2.9 m long and the 50 mm diameter
as 3.6 m in length. Initial test gas pressures of 1, 5, 10 and 25

tmospheres were tested. The gas mixtures tested were hydrogen-,
ethane-, carbon- monoxide- and acetylene-oxygen for a range of

quivalence ratios. An anticipated increase in transition distance as
he mixtures moved away from stoichiometry was observed as was
strong dependence on initial pressure. Ginsburgh and Bulkley [13]
lso report some data on the positive influence of initial pressure in
educing the transition to detonation distance in ethylene–oxygen
ith 52% N2 dilution mixtures in a 50 mm diameter pipe. Popov [14]

eported flame acceleration and DDT in a 3 m long 20 mm pipe with
toichiometric hydrogen-oxygen. In a related study, the influence of
emperature on flammability limits was investigated by Bunev [15]

or methanol- and hydrogen-air for temperatures up to 720 K. The
ound that at temperatures in excess of 500 K residence time was an
mportant factor, due to the influence of oxidising reactions. More
ecently Shebko et al. [16] studied the flammability of hydrogen-
ir at up to 525 K and 40bar. In common with many other studies
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his high pressure work was concerned mainly with stoichiometric
ixtures and less attention has been given to limits as a function of

oncentration. Chapin et al. [17] later studied deflagration to deto-
ation transition (DDT) in hydrogen-air mixtures and determined
he effect of initial gas velocity in a 50 mm diameter tube in addi-
ion to the influence of increasing temperature and pressure, up to
15 K and 4 bar, respectively.

DDT studies in an obstacle laden 100 mm diameter tube with
ydrogen-, acetylene-, ethylene- or JP10- air mixtures at tempera-
ures up to 573 K and a maximum pressure of 2 bar were reported
ecently by Card et al. [18] who found a correlation between mea-
ured detonation cell size and a critical obstacle dimension.

The highest pressures studied to date are those reported by
auer and Presles [19,20] for methane- and ethylene-air, where
he initial pressures were as high as 40bar The emphasis in these
tudies was however more on determining the macroscopic param-
ters of established detonation waves than the determination of
ropagation limits.

. Kinetic predictions of detonation limits

As discussed earlier, three-dimensional detonation structure is
anifested as diamond like ‘cell’ imprints left on a lightly sooted

urface. The characteristic sizes of the cells are related to the chemi-
al reactivity of the system and they increase in size as the reactivity
r the initial pressure decrease. Dupré et al. [7,8] used this property
o estimate propagation limits in circular tube and found that mix-
ures with measured ‘cell’ widths � greater than 2�D could not
ustain detonation.

It has been suggested by several authors that correlations
etween chemical kinetics, induction zone length and cell size
ay be possible. Belles [21] investigated the kinetic requirements

or hydrogen explosions and obtained good agreement for detona-
ion limits predicted from low-temperature explosion limit studies.

estbrook and Urtiew [22,23] used a detailed kinetic scheme for a
ange of fuels and found correlations between various limit param-
ters and induction zone length.

Detonation cell lengths may also be estimated as simple multi-
les of induction zone lengths, and values of the order 60–120 were
eported by Strehlow and Engel [24,25]. Also the ratio of cell width
o cell length is usually of the order of 0.6, see Bull et al. [26] and
trehlow and Engel [25]. Therefore, if the von Neumann pressure
nd temperatures are known, together with an appropriate chem-
cal kinetic reaction scheme, the auto-ignition delay time �i and
nduction zone length Li can be estimated. Hence the cell width,
, can be computed using � = nLi where n is an arbitrary constant
f order 35–75. More recent examples of the application of this
pproach are those reported by Bradley [27], Gavrikov et al. [28] and
uffret et al. [29] The latter studied acetylene-oxygen mixtures and

ound good agreement between predicted detonation cell dimen-
ions and experimental data. Agafonov and Frolov [30] on the other
and computed limit parameters for hydrogen-oxygen mixtures
sing an analytical approach to combine the conservation equa-
ions for mass, energy and momentum with a detailed chemical
inetics scheme. Ng et al. [31] were also concerned with hydrogen-
ir hazards and used chemical kinetic predictions to assess possible
etonation hazards.

During the course of the present work we have estimated cell
ize widths from kinetic based estimates of auto-ignition delays and
nduction zone lengths in the idealised von Neumann peak. The

etonation properties of the mixtures were first computed using
he NASA thermodynamic equilibrium code. This gives accurate
redictions of CJ detonation velocity, pressure and temperature.
sing the computed CJ detonation velocity, the gasdynamic and

hermodynamic states in the post shock von Neumann region were

M
m
o
a
t

f oxygen content. Initial pressure 1 bar - ©, 7 bar -�. Initial temperature 293 K. (b)
lots of cell widths as a function of oxygen percentage in ethylene–oxygen. Initial
emperature 293 K, pressure 1 bar. Present kinetic predictions—©, Bradley measured
�, Makris [28] measured Dcrit/13 -�, Strehlow [22,23] measured extrapolated -�.

hen computed using the DSHOCK routines provided as part of
he SANDIA suite of CHEMKIN packages. This package was also
sed to integrate chemical kinetic rate equation schemes. The auto-

gnition delay time was determined by monitoring temperature.
he kinetic scheme used for most calculations was that give by
an [32].

Ignition delay times computed in this manner for ethylene–
xygen mixtures for a range of oxygen concentrations are shown
n Fig. 2(a). Here the delays have been computed at an initial tem-
erature of 293 K for two initial pressures, 1 bar and 7 bar. Similar
alculations were made at an initial temperature of 540 K, again
t initial pressures of 1 bar and 7 bar. In this instance the value
sed for the constant n relating � and �i was 60. A comparison of
he predicted variation in detonation cell width with oxygen con-
entration at 1 bar and 293 K is plotted in Fig. 2(b). These data are
lotted together with previous measurements or estimates of cell
idth. From Fig. 2(b) it can be seen that the predicted cell widths

re in reasonable agreement with those measured by Bradley [27],
point extrapolated from measurements at lower initial pressures
fter Strehlow and Engel [24,25] and cell widths and estimates by

akris et al. [33] based on the critical diameter, Dcrit. The latter
easurement is commonly used to characterise the detonability

f atmospheric fuel-air mixtures, see for example Moen et al. [34],
nd investigations have shown that Dcrit is close to thirteen times
he cell width for many mixtures.
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ig. 3. Predicted cell widths based on auto-ignition delay times at von Neumann
emperatures and pressures. Initial pressure 1 bar, initial temperatures 293 K -©,
40 K - �. Initial pressure 7 bar, initial temperature 293 K -�, 540K - �.

The predicted cell widths for initial pressures of 1 and 7 bar and
nitial temperatures 293 and 540 K are plotted on Fig. 3 as a function
f oxygen content.

. Experimental details

The experiments were conducted in 1.48 m long 7 mm inter-
al diameter stainless steel tube, wall thickness 2.5 mm. The tube,
hown schematically in Fig. 4, could be heated using standard heat-
ng tape and insulated using Kaowool. The initial temperatures used
uring the present study were 293 K, 393 K and 540 K. The gas pres-
ure was regulated by a needle valve located a short distance after
he end of the test section, used in conjunction with a mass flow
ontroller. Initial gas pressures were monitored using a general pur-

ose pressure gauge, 10 bar full scale. Two initial gas pressures were
sed, 1 bar and 7 bar.

Transient pressures at ambient initial temperatures were mon-
tored using a PCB pressure gauge. Pressure measurements at
igher initial temperatures were measured using a high temper-

s
t
c

i

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of genera
aterials 163 (2009) 783–794

ture Kistler gauge. Type K thermocouples, diameter 0.5 mm, were
sed to monitor the gas temperature, mounted such that their tips
ere located close to the centre line of the tube. The thermocouples
onitored the initial gas temperature as well as detecting hot com-

ustion products. Given the thermocouple rise times it was possible
o monitor flame propagation by observing the onset of tempera-
ure increases. The response times were not sufficient however to
ecord the true transient temperatures.

Gas composition and flow rates were set using an MKS three
hannel mass flow controller and display unit. Variations in test
as compositions were obtained by adjusting the relative mass flow
ates of each component. Ignition of test mixtures was attempted
sing a short duration spark, nominal energy 0.6 J spark.

. Experimental results

.1. Ethylene–oxygen

Tests at ambient initial temperature (293 K) and pressure (1 bar)
ere conducted over a wide range of stoichiometries. Typical pres-

ure histories obtained from the PCB gauge are reproduced in Fig. 5
a–d). The lowest concentration it proved possible to ignite at ambi-
nt initial pressure with the present arrangement was 40% oxygen
nd the pressure record obtained is characteristic of a slow oscillat-
ng flame, see Fig. 5(a). With an increase in oxygen concentration,
o 43%, a peak pressure of ca. 1.4 bar was observed, Fig. 5(b). A weak
hock was formed ahead of a flame at 46% oxygen, Fig. 5(c), whereas
n established detonation arrived at the pressure gauge for an oxy-
en concentration of 48%, as shown in Fig. 5(d). Detonation was
hen observed in all further tests until the oxygen concentrations
eached 92%, beyond which the various pressure histories obtained
or fuel rich mixtures were repeated in reverse order. Thus, as the
xygen concentration was increased further beyond 92% the over-
ressures continued to decrease and the overall duration of the
ombustion event increased significantly. A summary of peak pres-

ures from these tests is presented in Fig. 6(a). Theoretical values of
he CJ pressures predicted for a steady detonation at ambient initial
onditions are shown as a solid line.

Also plotted on Fig. 6(a) are the peak pressures obtained with an
nitial temperature of 393 K. Limits of establishment of detonation

l experimental configuration.
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ig. 5. Representative pressure histories in various ethylene–oxygen compositions
ressure 1 bar. Initial temperature 293 K. Oxygen concentration (a) 40%, (b) 43%, (c)

an be estimated for both test series. The general character of the
ressure records across the mixture composition range from rich
o lean was again as observed in the preceding tests. At 393 K and
bar, the minimum oxygen concentration that could be ignited was
8% oxygen.

When the initial pressures was increased to 7 bar, at an ini-
ial temperature 293 K, the general characteristics of the pressure
ecords again varied with oxygen concentration in a similar manner
o that observed in the tests at lower initial pressure. The low-
st oxygen composition that could now be ignited was however
educed to 26% oxygen. Detonation was first observed at 35% oxy-
en. This limit is shown clearly in plots of peak pressure versus
xygen concentration presented in Fig. 6(b). In this case the peak
ressures are normalised to the initial pressures.

Two pressure records obtained at initial oxygen compositions of
5% and 36% oxygen in ethylene are presented in Fig. 7(a) and (b), for
n initial temperature and pressure of 393 K and 7 bar, respectively.
ith 35% oxygen in ethylene an oscillatory combustion wave was

btained. The rate of pressure rise indicates rapid flame accelera-
ion but there is no evidence of incipient transition to detonation.
t an oxygen concentration of 36%, however, early flame accelera-
ion led to the formation of a pre-cursor shock. Subsequent flame
cceleration in this pre-shocked and compressed and heated gas,
ow at ca. 12 bar, leads to a further brief shock compression to ca.
0 bar at which point the mixture detonated, giving a peak pressure
ell in excess of the maximum pressure rating of the Kistler gauges

o
r
1

b

48 m long 7 mm diameter tube. Pressure gauge at 1.28 m from spark source. Initial
nd (d) 48%.

n this temperature range (350 bar). The gauge could no longer be
sed for any quantitative measurements after this test.

During a further final series of test at an initial temperature of
40 K and pressure of 1 bar the output from the damaged gauge
as sufficient to allow detonation to be identified. In this way det-
nation was observed to have developed at 47% oxygen, but not
t 46% oxygen. The limit identified at 540 K is very similar to that
btained in the lower temperature tests at 1 atmosphere initial
ressure. When the initial pressure was increased to 7 bar the dam-
ged Kistler gauge provided a pressure output where a pre-cursor
hock and subsequent DDT event could be clearly identified, at an
xygen concentration of 35%. Increasing the oxygen composition
o 36% gave a clear detonation wave at the gauge. The lean and
ich detonation limits identified during the entire test series are
ummarised in Table 1.

.2. Methane–hydrogen–oxygen

The primary interest is this series of experiments was the influ-
nce of changes in the relative fuel content of binary mixtures.
ethane and hydrogen were chosen as they represent extremes
f detonability for the fuels commonly used in fuel-air explosion
esearch. The initial pressures and temperatures were 293 K and
bar in all cases.

Examples of peak pressures versus oxygen concentration for
inary fuel mixtures, 33%H2 with 67%CH4 and 33%CH4 with 67%H2
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Fig. 6. (a) Peak overpressures as a function of oxygen concentration in
ethylene–oxygen: ©- 293 K, 1 bar; ♦ - 393 K, 1 bar. Initial temperature. Initial
pressure, 1 bar. Solid line - theoretical CJ pressure 1 bar 293 K; (b) Ratios of
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eak overpressure to initial pressure as a function of oxygen concentration in
thylene–oxygen: ©- 293 K, 1 bar; ♦ - 393 K, 1 bar; �- 293 K, 7 bar; �- 393 K, 7 bar.
ines - theoretical CJ pressure; initial temperature 293 K; Initial pressure, solid -
bar, dashed - 7 bar.

re plotted in Fig. 8(a). The times to peak pressure for these mix-
ures, as well as for the pure fuels with oxygen, are presented
n Fig. 8(b). The variations in dependence on oxygen concentra-
ion apparent between these plots is greatly minimised however
hen the compositions are plotted in terms of their individual fuel
quivalence ratios, as shown in Fig. 9(a). For completeness, as differ-
nt investigators may assume differing definitions for equivalence
atio, this data is also plotted on Fig. 9(b) as a function of fuel/oxygen
quivalence ratio. The latter uses the ratio of the fuel/oxygen frac-

able 1
ummary of upper and lower concentration limits of oxygen in ethylene as a function
f initial gas temperature and pressure for which detonation was observed in a 7 mm
ube

emperature (K) Pressure (Bar) Upper limit O2 (%) Lower limit (%)

93 1 92 48
93 1 95 47
40 1 – 47
93 7 94 38
93 7 94 36
40 7 – 36

oncentration values are accurate to ±1%.
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ig. 7. Representative pressure histories in various ethylene–oxygen compositions
n a 1.48 m long 7 mm diameter tube. Pressure gauge at 1.28 m from spark source.
nitial pressure 7 bar. Initial temperature 393 K. Oxygen concentration (a) 35%, (b)
6%.

ion ratio in the mixture to the value at stoichiometry, as opposed
o just using the corresponding ratio of fuel concentration. The
wo approaches give significant differences for fuel–oxygen or low
ilution mixtures. The differences for fuel-air mixtures are less.

. Discussion

.1. Ethylene–oxygen

Previously published values for the limits of detonation prop-
gation are quoted by Wagner [35] and Pusch [36] as 95.8% and
7.7% oxygen for the fuel lean limit and the corresponding values
re 40% and 39% for the rich limit. The establishment limits deter-
ined in the present study are summarised in Table 1. For mixtures

t ambient temperatures and pressures the agreement between the
resent and previous studies is good at the fuel rich limit but less
o at the fuel lean limit, where the limiting oxygen differs by more
han 4% from the earlier results.

Fig. 12 present cell size estimates from the present study based
n induction zone calculations and, following Strehlow and Engle

24,25], an arbitrary multiplication factor n = 60. Also plotted are the
ell width measurements of Bradley [25]. The agreement between
redictions and measurements is good for oxygen concentrations
etween 50% and 80% but the predicted cell sizes increase rapidly
utside this range. Fig. 10 also contains an indication, by vertical
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et al. [37] and Aminallah et al. [38]. Reasonable agreement between
measurement and prediction is obtained with hydrogen for n = 60,
whereas better agreement in methane occurs for n = 10.

As the scheme presented by Tan [32] was not developed specifi-
cally for methane a further short series of induction zone length
ig. 8. Variation in (a) maximum pressure and (b) time to maximum pressure for
arious hydrogen–methane mixtures as a function of oxygen concentration. ©- H2

�- 0.33 CH4 + 0.67 H2; ♦ - 0.67 CH4 + 0.33 H2 and �- CH4.

ars, of the present experimental detonation limit estimates as well
s two horizontal lines corresponding to i) the tube diameter and
i) the value �D. From this plot it would appear that the limiting
ell width for the present studies is less than the tube diameter D.

The influence of variations in initial temperature and pressure
re most easily identified for fuel rich mixtures. Increasing temper-
ture has a very small effect whereas a significant change in limiting
xygen concentration is obtained as the pressure increases from 1
o 7 bar.

.2. Methane–hydrogen–oxygen

The limits of onset of detonation for the hydrogen-oxygen-
ethane mixtures may be estimated from the plots shown in Fig. 11.
ere the maximum pressures are plotted as a function of oxygen
oncentration. Also included are the induction zone length esti-
ates and the onsets of rapid increases in predicted lengths for

uel-lean and fuel-rich mixtures are in general agreement with the
xperimental limits. However, it is not as easy to be as precise when
efining limits for oxygen rich mixtures. They are however in gen-
ral agreement with those reported by Agafonov and Frolov [30].

ig. 12 presents cell width estimates for the pure fuels, based on the
nduction zone data presented in Fig. 11(a and b). A multiplier, n,
f 60 has been used in both instances as well as arbitrary values of
= 10 for methane and n = 4 for hydrogen. Also plotted on the figures

solid diamond symbol) are cell width measurement by Manzhalei
F
(

ig. 9. Variation in time to maximum pressure for various hydrogen–methane mix-
ures as a function of equivalence ratios referenced to stoichiometric compositions
ased on a) fuel b) fuel/oxygen. ©- H2 ;�– 0.33CH4 + 0.67 H2; ♦ - 0.67CH4 + 0.33 H2

nd �- CH4.
ig. 10. Comparison of experimental detonation limits (vertical bars) with predicted
©- 60Li) and measured (�) cell widths [25] for ethylene–oxygen.
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ig. 11. Variations in maximum pressure(�)and computed induction zone length
.33C2H4 + 0.67 H2, (c) 0.67C2H4 + 0.33 H2 and (d) pure CH4.

alculations were undertaken using the latest version 3 of the
RIMech mechanism [39], which is optimised for high tempera-

ure natural gas ignition delay calculations. As can be seen from
ig. 12(b). There are some systematic differences between the abso-
ute ignition delays predicted, by the two schemes, with the GRIM
elays some 25% shorter than the values obtained using the Tan
cheme. The use of n = 10 again provides a predicted cell width
loser to the single experimental measurement available.

Finally, as with ethylene–oxygen the predicted cell size at the
stablishment limits appear to correlate better with a value less
han the tube diameter D than a larger multiple of D.

.3. Ethylene-air limits

Whilst the present studies are primarily concerned with
uel–oxygen mixtures, fuel-air mixtures are of equal interest.
ecent observations of flame acceleration and transition to detona-
ion in a 30 m long 150 mm diameter pipe have allowed detonation
imits to be estimated, again with a 0.6 J spark source [40]. These
imits are indicated by the vertical bars in Fig. 13. Also plotted on this
gure are cell widths predicted during the present studies, using
= 60, and measured cell widths in ethylene-air. The establishment
imits observed in a 30 m length of pipe are far narrower than lim-
ts obtained for cell widths of the order of the tube diameter. To

atch present observations a cell width some one third of the tube
iameter is more appropriate. The experimental limits are also nar-
ower than those reported in a 70 mm tube for a powerful initiation

c
o
o
e
w

r the following mixtures of methane and hydrogen with oxygen. (a) Pure H2, (b)

ource, by Borisov and Loban [41] who observed limits of 3.3% and
4.7% in ethylene-air. These are to be compared with the limits in
ig. 15, which are of the order 6% to 9% in the 150 mm pipe.

Results have also been obtained recently in a 50 mm diameter
ube, se Fig. 14. Here the limit of significant levels of overpressure
evelopment can be seen to correlate with detonation cell widths
eported by Knystautas et al. [42].

.4. Kinetics based cell computations and estimation of limits

It would seem from the above that induction zone calculations
r direct cell size measurements can provide a useful means of cor-
elating near limit behaviour in fuel–oxygen mixtures. The data
owever also indicates another important fact, the criterion that
merges from the present study for a low energy source, � ≈ D/3
s significantly different to that obtained in previous tests with a
igh energy source, �D < � < 2�D. Thus, as smaller cells correspond
o a more reactive mixtures, a more reactive mixture is required if
etonation is to evolve from a low energy source than that required
or a high energy source to initiate detonation directly.

Two limits may thus be defined. The first are propagation limits,
eyond which it is not possible for a self-sustaining detonation to

ontinue to propagate in a tube of particular cross-section. The sec-
nd are establishment limits, that lie within the propagation limits,
utside which detonation cannot evolve in the tube from a low
nergy source. The present data thus provides quantitative data on
hen detonations will or will not be established. As a consequence
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ig. 12. Variations in maximum pressure (�) and estimated cell width based on
omputed induction zone length; a) methane-oxygen, �- 10Li, �- 60Li, dashed line
10Li based on GRIMech V3; b) hydrogen-oxygen. �- 4 Li , � - 60Li. �- measured cell
idth [32,33].

f these two limits, there are instances when detonation will not
volve from a low energy source even if the pipe geometry will

ermit a steady-state detonation to propagate in a self-sustained
anner. The data is consistent with the studies of Dupré et al. [7,8]

nd Knystautas et al. [43] who obtained different propagation limits
or different initiating mechanisms.

ig. 13. Comparison of experimental detonation limits in a 150 mm diameter tube
vertical bars) with measured (�) and present predicted cell widths (©- 60 Li) for
thylene-air.
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ig. 14. Maximum overpressure observed in a 50 mm pipe together with measured
alues of detonation cell width reported by Knystautas et al. [43]; test gas mixture
toichiometric ethylene–oxygen with added nitrogen.

One should also treat propagation detonation limits from very
igh energy sources with care, for example those reported by Kog-
rko [44] in a tube of 3.76 m and diameter 305 mm are valid when
he initiation source is a 70 g high explosive charge. This is linked
o the issue of whether a detonation will be sustained indefinitely
fter transition occurs. Recent unpublished results [40] indicate
hat a limiting diameter closer to the cell size is a more appro-
riate propagation for long pipes, based on the velocity distance
istories of directly initiated detonations ethylene- and propane-
ir in a 40 m long 80 mm pipe. As can be seen in Fig. 14, the
ropane-air mixture appears to decay slowly along the length of
he tube. The velocity of the ethylene-air mixture on the other
and tends to a constant value some 1.5% below the theoretical CJ
alue.

Our general findings confirm the conclusions of Dupré et al.
45], that cell size data provides a good basis for correlating limit
ehaviour in detonations. The factors to be included in any general
nalysis are mixture chemical reactivity, geometrical dimension
nd source ignition energy. In practice, theoretical predictions
f cell size rely on the availability of chemical kinetic schemes.
hus, whilst potentially useful, the applicability of the approach to
ixtures that differ from those routinely studied in research labora-

ories is, at present, still very limited. The same is true of predictions
ased on direct detonation cell size measurements.

The results however also suggest that there is no universal cor-
elation of induction zone length and cell size. It may be that this
s due to the differing regularity of the cell structure between dif-
erent fuels. Moen et al. [46] have reported that detonations with
egular uniform patterned cells are more easily attenuated than
hose with irregular patterns.

Finally, there is the question of which limit should be used in
ny practical assessment. The establishment limit is attractive, as
t provides an indication of an inability to undergo transition to
etonation however, in practice, the propagation limits are more
onservative.

. Methane–ammonia–oxygen

.1. Experimental details
Experiments were performed in the same 7 mm diameter stain-
ess steel tube but in this case the test gas mixtures were first
repared in a separate vessel by the method of partial pressures
t ambient temperature after which they were introduced into the
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Fig. 16. Flame propagation modes versus initial temperature for various methane-
ammonia-oxygen mixtures; Oxygen % varies; see Table 1: �- flame propagation; ©-
flame quenched; ♦ - no ignition.
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reviously evacuated 7 mm tube as a required. Mixture ignition was
ttempted using a high energy spark.

Ignition and flame propagation was monitored by two high tem-
erature Kistler gauges and a photodiode. A photodiode was located
.63 m from the ignition end of the tube and was used to define suc-
essful flame propagation along the tube. The Kistler gauges were
ocated 0.696 and 946 m from the ignition end.

.2. Experimental results

A total of 122 tests were conducted and the experimental param-
ters investigated were the initial gas pressure, temperature and
omposition. Compositional ranges were obtained by varying the
xygen content whilst maintaining the methane/ammonia ratio
onstant at CH4/NH3 1.0:1.176.

The experimental pressure and photodiode data obtained
llowed several combustion regimes to be identified:

No ignition (no pressure or light emission),
Ignition followed by quenching (pressure but no emission at pho-
todiode location),
Flame propagation (pressure and emission at photodiode),
Transition to detonation.

Fig. 15 presents a composite plot summarising the variation in
ombustion modes observed as a function of oxygen content and
nitial test pressure, in this case for an initial temperature of 200. A
imilar plot, in this case showing the effect of increasing tempera-
ure is shown in Fig. 16. The corresponding oxygen concentrations
n the test mixtures are listed in Table 1.

The average flame speeds measured during tests where contin-
ous flame propagation was observed are given in Figs. 17 and 18.

n general the measured flame speeds were modest for all mixtures
here the oxygen percentage was 39% or less.

Similarly, violent pressure transients were not observed for mix-
ures with an oxygen concentration below 40%. Beyond this critical
xygen concentration detonation sometimes developed, especially
or initial pressures above ambient.
.3. Detonation-cell with predictions

Detonation-cell with predictions was undertaken using the
ame method as described above. The constant, n, used to relate

ig. 15. Flame propagation modes for various methane-ammonia-oxygen mixtures
nd initial pressures. Initial temperatures 200 ◦C. �- flame propagation; ©- flame
uenched; ♦ - no ignition.

Fig. 17. Measured average flame speeds as function of oxygen content: initial pres-
sure 1 bar?; Initial temperature 200 ◦C.

Fig. 18. Measured average flame speeds as function of oxygen content: initial pres-
sure 1 bar; Initial temperature 200 ◦C.
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Fig. 21. Variation in predicted detonation cell width as a function of initial pressure:
oxygen content 39%; Initial temperature 5 ◦C.
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ig. 19. Variation in predicted detonation cell width as a function of oxygen content;
nitial temperature 200 ◦C, initial pressure; 2.5 atmosphere.

he estimated induction zone length Li to the cell width � was again
aken as 60.

Calculated cell widths as a function of oxygen concentration
or an initial temperature of 200 ◦C and an initial pressure of 2.5
tmospheres are given in Fig. 19 and it is interesting to note that
he boundary separating slow flames and more violent events,
escribed above observed at an oxygen concentration of around
9–40% for an initial temperature of 200 ◦C corresponds in these
redictions to a detonation cell width of ca. 22 mm, i.e. circa �D.

Fig. 20 shows the predicted cell width variation with increasing
nitial pressure for an initial temperature of 200 ◦C and an oxygen
oncentration of 35%. In this case a critical cell width of 22 mm
ould only appear to be predicted for initial pressures greater than
atmospheres.

Similarly, Fig. 21 shows the predicted cell width variation with
ncreasing initial pressure for an initial temperature of 5 ◦C and an
xygen concentration of 39%.

As described above, detonation events were only observed for
xygen concentrations in excess of 39%. The combinations of ini-
ial pressure and oxygen concentrations where detonation was

bserved to develop are summarised in Fig. 22, obtained for tests at
n initial temperature of 5 ◦C. Also presented on this figure are the
orresponding predicted detonation cell widths at an initial tem-
erature of 5 ◦C and an initial pressure of 1 atmosphere. Again the

ig. 20. Variation in predicted detonation cell width as a function of initial pressure:
xygen content 35%; Initial temperature 200 ◦C.
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ig. 22. Flame propagation modes observed for various mixtures and initial pres-
ures. Initial temperature 5 ◦C. �- Flame propagation; ©- flame quenched; ♦ - no
gnition; �- detonation. Solid line – predicted detonation cell widths.

ariation in cell size with oxygen concentration reflects qualita-
ively changes in the different modes of combustion observed in
he experimental tests.

. Summary of conclusions

The limiting minimum oxygen concentration in ethylene for
hich flame propagation was observed in a 7 mm stainless steel
ipe decreased from 40% to 26% as the initial pressure was increased
rom 1 to 7 bar absolute. The corresponding limits for the establish-

ent of detonation are less clearly defined but the limiting oxygen
oncentration decreased from ca. 46% to 36% as the pressure was
ncreased from 1 bar to 7 bar. Increasing temperature had signifi-
antly less effect on this fuel rich limit. At the fuel lean limit neither
ncreasing temperature or pressure has any significant effect on the
bserved limit of establishment of detonation.

Kinetic predictions of induction zone length correlate well with
easured cell sizes, using a multiplication factor of 60 for ethylene-

nd hydrogen decreasing to 10 for methane-oxygen. These are in
easonably argument with the present limits for the establishment

f detonation, where a limit criterion of cell width � ≈ D/3, where
is the pipe diameter, appears more appropriate for low energy

gnition sources. This was observed for fuel–oxygen mixtures at
levated temperatures and pressures in a 7 mm diameter tube as
ell as in ethylene-air at atmospheric pressure and temperature
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n a 150 mm diameter pipe. Given the errors inherent in kinetic
redictions and cell size measurements (which can be several hun-
red percent) it is concluded that a cell length of the order of the
ube diameter is the most appropriate as an initial practical scoping
arameter.

Although no published cell size data is available against which
o validate the cell width predictions for the methane–ammonia–
xygen mixtures tested, the predicted cell widths correlated well
ith be observed ignition and flame propagation modes.

Overall the results with all mixtures indicate that whilst det-
nation cell widths do not provide a quantitative measure of the
onditions for which detonation may develop in a pipe of given
iameter, for prescribed initial conditions, detonation cell size data
oes provide useful qualitative guidance, particularly if preliminary
xperimental safety tests are to be undertaken.
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